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Consolidate and Migrate in One Step
Prosperoware Cloud Migrator accelerates and vastly improves the process of moving 

content from on-premises DMS systems and File Shares to iManage Cloud or on-premises.
 

Cloud Migrator was designed to tackle two of the biggest migration challenges: 

(1) Migrating data without impacting existing systems; and (2) Enabling pre-migration data 

clean-ups without complex scripting.

Migrate DMS Systems and File Shares 
to iManage Cloud or On Premises

• Standardized ETL (“Extract, Transform, Load”)  

approach to migration

• Move legacy folders and flat space documents

• Clean-up documents from flat spaces into workspaces 

and folders

• Out-of-the-box conversion scripts for iManage

• Custom scripting abilities for eDocs, File Shares,  

and other systems

• Move on-premises iManage databases to iManage cloud

• Clean-up and modify data – before moving  

– via staging tables

• Optional and selective document history move

• Option to map, modify, and migrate existing metadata 

fields via provider’s REST API

• Automatic creation of users, groups, group 

memberships, and metadata

• Move ‘My Matters’ and ‘My Favorites’ 

• Full delta synchronization and processing

• Unattended run mode

• Support for multiple threads, parallel processing

• Retry and Audit log

Key Features

Common Data 
Clean-Up Problems

“The ability to merge two databases and move flat space files into 
workspaces significantly reduces cloud migration costs”

Missing/orphaned document classes 
on folders

Duplicate email addresses on folders

Missing users in document history

Documents in the flat space

Legacy folders

Remove former users from ACLS
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Consolidate and Migrate in One Step

Prosperoware Cloud Migrator delivers a powerful and efficient solution 

for content migration. Its multithreaded, industry standard ETL design 

offers the fastest and most efficient method for consolidating databases, 

mapping metadata, and directly migrating content to iManage Cloud from 

eDocs, iManage (on-premises), Windows File Shares, or virtually any other 

structured database system. It has been designed for scale - handling 

simple, or even the most complex migration projects.

About Prosperoware

We are a thought-leading software enterprise company for a digitized world. Our core competency is expert understanding 

of enterprise systems, data and processes in organizations and, building technology for transformative change. We develop 

software for privacy and regulatory compliance for content systems, and financial matter management. Our customers 

include half of the Global Top 20 and Am Law 20 200, 64% of the Am Law 100, 25% of the UK Top 50, more than 40 global 

corporations - including many Fortune 500, and the Big Four accounting firms.

Migrate DMS Systems and File Shares 
to iManage Cloud or On Premises

• Ability to clean-up, fix, and remap 

data as it’s migrated

• Fastest performance possible 

(limited only by your hardware 

provider and ISP) for moving 

content to iManage

• Out-of-the-box migration  

– no complicated scripting

• Reduced cost and quicker  

“go live”

• Accelerated migration from 

iManage, eDocs, Windows File 

Shares, and virtually any other 

structured database system

• Reduce the complexity of any 

cloud migration project

Clean-up data Issues

Perform test migration on-premises

Moving data to the cloud

Key Benefits

Migration Processs

Governance Solution: Cloud Migrator


